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I. I NTRODUCTION
Approximately 800,000 people in the United States survive a stroke each year, and many will need some form
of motor rehabilitation [1]. The rehabilitation process often
involves repetitive tasks, making it difficult to consistently
perform exercises without outside support. A possible source
of support and motivation, between visits to an occupational
or physical therapist, is a Socially Assistive Robot (SAR).
However, a greater understanding of how to motivate a
patient is needed in order to provide this type of support
with a SAR. An important factor underlying motivation is
self-efficacy, a person’s belief about their ability to perform
a task. In this work, we develop an autonomous SAR capable
of guiding a person through a button-reaching task and
providing feedback on their performance. We then compare
the effects of two types of comparative feedback that have
been shown to increase performance on motor learning tasks
[2] to no comparative feedback given by a robot coach on a
person’s self-efficacy for a reaching task.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
The experimental setup for this study is shown in Figure
1. The participant sat at a table with a button board overlay
across from an autonomous SAR. During the session, the
robot instructed the participant to push a series of buttons
with one arm at a time. The robot could detect when buttons
were pushed and gave feedback after each successful button
push on how long it took to push the button. Participants
were asked to complete a total of 100 button pushes, and
were also given the option of completing additional timeon-task button pushes. We compared the effects on selfefficacy of two types of comparative feedback, comparing
to prior performance and comparing to the performance of
others who are similar, given by the robot after each button
push against a control of no comparative feedback. The
comparative feedback in both non-control conditions was
normalized to tell all participants that they had performed
20% better than expected. To measure self-efficacy, we
alternated the use of self-report and button-push probes after
every two button pushes. A total of 23 participants completed
the study.
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Fig. 1.

Experimental setup and mean delay time by condition.

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We found that participants’ performance, as measured
by press time, improved on the task: the first press took
significantly longer (p < .005) than the last press. This
increase in performance validates the use of a SAR coach
for this type of task. We also found a statistically significant
difference among the three conditions of delay time before
the participant began a button push (p < .05). We found
that other-comparative feedback had the longest delay time
as shown in Figure 1, suggesting that this type of feedback
should be avoided because it could result in decreases in
performance. We also examined the responses to the two
self efficacy probes, and found that the difficulty of buttons
chosen by participants during the probes varied along three
dimensions: self-efficacy level, variation over time, and consistency between the two probes. Finally, 4 of 5 participants
who chose to complete additional button pushes also had
high self efficacy levels as measured by the probes.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this study we validated the use of an autonomous SAR
coach for a button pushing task, showing that performance
increased over time. In addition, we demonstrated a dimensional characterization of participants’ responses to the self
efficacy probes that could be used in the development of
computational models for SARs that aim to increase self
efficacy. There is also some indication that people with
high self-efficacy will persist in the task longer. Future
work will explore how a SAR can use information about a
person’s self-efficacy to predict and motivate their behavior
in rehabilitation tasks.
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